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PUBLIC SAFETY ADVISORY BOARD 
 MEETING MINUTES 

January 27, 2014 
 
Attendees: 
 
 Chief Terry Timeus, WLPD 
 Piseth Pich, TVF&R 
 Toni Tracy, WLPD 
 Chuck Boman 
 Grant Oakes 
 Bruce Sone 
 Dennis Richey 
 Thomas Freedland 
  

 
*Meeting began at: 6:00 p.m. Meeting was recorded. 
 
Chief Terry Timeus, West Linn Police  

 Chief Timeus provided an update on the progress of the new police department. It 
was suggested that the committee would like to get a tour when possible, and 
possibly hold the meeting at Station 59.  

 Chief Timeus report that the construction is two weeks behind. Probably be in the 
new PD end of August first of September 2014. 

 Chief Timeus reported that TVF&R gave the Police Department AED’s, enough for all 
vehicles. 
 

Piseth Pitch, TVF&R 
 Emergency Preparedness Safety fair was discussed. Piseth is trying to get a good 

date and venue. He will look for venue and a date and a time. 
 Piseth Pich with TVF&R reported that have had an overall 10% increase in calls this 

year in West Linn. 
 Piseth also reported that TVF&R will be trying for levy in 2015 to replace 

levy now, and it will only be a modest increase. There will be more 
information regarding this levy at the next PSAB meeting after TVF&R’s 
board meeting. 

 
Denny discussed an abandoned house on West A that the city bought that is virtually falling 
down.  
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A discussion took place regarding the stop light going in at Salamo and Rosemont Road.  
 
A discussion took place regarding the PSAB only meeting quarterly, unless something 
comes up then an e-mail can go out to everyone regarding an extra meeting if necessary.  
Probably be like a task force when something comes up, especially when the new PD opens 
for tours, etc.  
 
The PSAB will be meeting four times year instead of ten. Continue the discussion next 
meeting. Dates to be established as needed. Motion was carried. 
 
*Ask Elizabeth Carson at WLPD for updating the internet regarding the PSAB only meeting 
four times a year and dates to be established as needed. (After meeting on 03/24/2014, 
Toni will let Elizabeth Carson know what is decided for meeting dates.) 
 
Election of officers one official is chair continue serving if someone else wants to do it. 
Current chair remain in position. All were in favor. 
 
There will be quarterly lunches for committee with department heads to let the committees 
know what is going on in West Linn. 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 6:35 p.m. 


